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Recent Developments in
Biotransport1
In the past ten years, one has seen rapid advancements in heat and mass transport
applications in biology and medicine. The research activities have been shifted from
fundamental development of better theoretical models accurately describing the thermal
effect of local vasculature geometry and blood perfusion rate in the 1980s and 1990s to
emphases on biotransport research with clear clinical applications and on how to utilize
theoretical simulation and imaging techniques for better designing treatment protocols in
those applications. This review will first describe briefly technical advancements in bio-
heat and mass transfer in the past several decades and then focus on two important
applications in bioheat and mass transport covering different temperature ranges: hypo-
thermia in brain injury and hyperthermia in tissue thermal damage. The contributions of
nanotechnology, imaging tools, and multiscale modeling to the advancements will be
discussed in the review. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4003511�
Introduction
Biotransport is an interdisciplinary research field applying tra-

itional thermal and fluid principles to biology and medicine. Al-
hough studies of thermal properties and physics to understand
iological processes such as thermoregulation and body’s re-
ponses to harsh environments can be traced back to the 18th
entury, a systematic evaluation of biotransport occurred after
ennes’ publication of his development of the Pennes bioheat
quation and his experimental validation of this model �1�. It has
een well known that the complicated vascular geometry and lo-
al blood perfusion variations and dynamics have profound ther-
al effects on local temperature distribution in human tissue. The

implification of these thermal effects to a single perfusion source
erm added to the traditional heat conduction equation in the
ennes bioheat equation has provided opportunity for engineers to
redict tissue temperature fields with the available analytical so-
utions and numerical simulation techniques at that time.

Since the 1980s, the accuracy of the Pennes bioheat equation
as been questioned by researchers, primarily the assumptions
ade when the equation was initially derived �2–4�. Later, experi-
ental and theoretical studies provided direct evidence of precap-

llary arterioles as thermally significant blood vessels and impor-
ant thermal contribution from countercurrent artery-vein pairs to
he surrounding tissue, both of which were neglected in the
ennes bioheat equation �5–10�. Several continuum models were

hen developed to address the limitations of the Pennes bioheat
quation in the 1980s and 1990s based on various vascular struc-
ures from one organ to another and from one layer to another
3,11–14�. Most of the continuum models rely on analyzing the
hermal interaction between a representative tissue unit and a typi-
al vasculature structure embedded in the unit. The averaged ther-
al effect from the analyses was used to evaluate the accuracy of

he Pennes bioheat equation. One of the models is the Weinbaum–
iji bioheat equation, which models the thermal effect of local
lood perfusion as an enhancement in tissue thermal conductivity,
ainly due to the significant contribution from countercurrent ar-

erial and venous heat exchange.
Since both the Pennes and Weinbaum–Jiji models represent two

xtreme conditions of how to model the venous rewarming con-
ribution in tissue-vessel thermal interaction, later studies have
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suggested that one way to overcome the limitations of both mod-
els is to introduce a “correction coefficient” to the Pennes perfu-
sion source term. Typically, the strength of the perfusion term was
derived from calculating the average heat released from a vascular
network to a tissue unit. One early work �11� was based on a
generated vascular network following diffusion of angiogenic fac-
tors in tissue. It has been shown that the Pennes perfusion source
term overestimates the strength of heat released to or absorbed by
the local blood perfusion by approximately 20%. Another study
�13,14� simulated the temperature field of thermally significant
countercurrent artery and vein pairs embedded in repetitive tissue
cylinders in muscle tissue. The anatomic data of the vascular ar-
rangements of various skeletal muscles have led to calculations of
correction coefficients of 0.6–0.8, suggesting 20–40% of venous
rewarming and implying a significant overestimate of the thermal
effect by the Pennes perfusion term in muscle tissue. The accuracy
of the calculated correction coefficients in the previous studies
still depends on the precise description of the local vasculature
arrangements and whether a repeatable tissue unit can be identi-
fied in the targeted tissue region. Unfortunately, in the tissue re-
gion such as tumors, the blood flow patterns are often irregular
and unpredictable, making the derivation of the correction coeffi-
cient a difficult task. There were only a few attempts to develop
alternative bioheat transfer models in the past ten years based on
volume averaging temperatures of porous media �15,16�. One
thing that is not clear from those models is the calculation of the
“to-be-determined” parameters appearing in those equations. The
determination of those parameters still requires a development of
a vasculature-tissue unit for establishing their relationship to the
specific vasculature and blood perfusion rate.

Although developments of new bioheat transfer models have
attracted a lot of attention in the 1980s and 1990s, most of the
developed bioheat models have not yet been applied regularly by
bioengineering researchers due to the uncertainty of estimating the
parameters such as the enhancement in tissue thermal conductivity
and the correction coefficient. The Pennes bioheat equation, uti-
lizing only local perfusion rate and arterial blood temperature, is
relatively easy to use without detailed anatomic knowledge of
their vasculature. In the past 10 years, very limited efforts have
been focused on developing a better bioheat transfer model, with
a few exceptions �15,16�. Currently, the thermal effects of small
blood vessels are still normally modeled by the Pennes perfusion
source term, with special treatments to the large vessels. The em-
phases of bioheat transfer modeling have been shifted to model
large individual blood vessels and its thermal interaction with the

detailed anatomic geometry in the tissue region. This is largely
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ue to the advancements in computational resources, which allow
mport of three-dimensional tissue geometry from magnetic reso-
ance imaging �MRI� or computer tomography �CT� imaging sys-
ems to commercially available numerical simulation software
ackages. The dramatic increase in computer memory and calcu-
ating speed in the past decade enables the simulation of both
teady state and transient temperature distribution in three-
imensional tissue structures with embedded individual large
lood vessels.

In the past decade, four research areas in bioheat and mass
ransport have attracted a lot of attention from biomedical engi-
eering researchers. Each addresses a specific temperature range:
ryosurgery and cryopreservation, brain hypothermia for cerebral
njury, hyperthermia in tissue thermal damage, and tissue ablation
n surgical procedures or accidental tissue burning. Manipulating
arious strategies, including cooling rate, cooling temperature,
hemical additive, etc., to achieve preferred cooling mechanisms
uch as vitrification has shown great progress in cryopreservation
n the past several decades to minimize chemically driven deterio-
ation processes due to ice formation within and between cells. A
etailed review in cryosurgery and cryopreservation has been
one by Bischof �17�, Diller �18�, and others. On the other hand,
issue ablation due to exposure to extremely high temperature
ources such as laser and fire for an extended period of time
equires a fundamental understanding of thermal burning pro-
esses involving not only temperature elevation distribution, but
lso biochemical reaction to the extreme temperature rises �heat
hock proteins�, as well as mechanical destruction �vaporization
nd acoustic waves� and removal of the tissue. Those multiple
echanisms have added challenges to bioengineers since tissue

amage may not be due to thermal effect alone. Experimental
tudies in this area have provided insights on the contributions of
ndividual mechanisms and processes. Developing realistic mod-
ls to predict thermal, biochemical, and mechanical processes dur-
ng high temperature exposures has led to alternative burning
imulations or thermal ablation protocol optimizations, therefore
inimizing unnecessary animal and human experiments, which

re often difficult to conduct. Several excellent reviews in this
opic can be found in the review papers by Diller �18,19�, and
aser induced tissue ablation is well described in a book edited by

elch and van Gemert �20�. In this paper, we will focus our
eview on the other two bioheat and mass transport topics: hypo-
hermia in cerebral injury and hyperthermia in tissue thermal dam-
ge. Brain hypothermia involves brain temperature reduction of
everal °C below normal tissue temperature, while hyperthermia
reatment for killing cancer cells requires temperature elevations
f at least 6°C above 37°C for a long duration from minutes to
ours. Although both topics are not new, we have seen technical
dvancements contributed by bioengineers to use improved instru-
entations to measure and observe thermal property responses to

eating or cooling, to simulate thermal and mass transport pro-
esses during the therapy, to design an effective system for deliv-
ring thermal dose to targeted areas, and to develop optimized
reatment plans for improving efficacy and safety. The newly de-
eloped imaging tools, nanotechnology, and advanced multiscale
odeling approach will be discussed in the review.

Hypothermia for Neuroprotection
Hypothermia in brain tissue has been demonstrated as an effec-

ive therapeutic adjuvant for brain tissue damage due to traumatic
rain injury, stroke, cardiac arrest, etc. The animal and clinical
esults in the past several decades have suggested that mild hypo-
hermia with a temperature reduction of a few °C improves pa-
ients’ outcomes while minimizing systemic complications associ-
ted with deep or moderate hypothermia. Cooling initiation before
r after injury, cooling duration, cooling extent, and rewarming
ate are important factors, which may affect the neuroprotection of

he cooling approach. Currently, there are still opportunities for
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engineers to design clinically feasible cooling devices or ap-
proaches and use theoretical simulations to optimize cooling pro-
tocols for improving treatment efficacy.

2.1 Efficacy of Hypothermia in Improving Patients’
Outcome. Early animal and clinical studies for cardiac arrest pa-
tients from the 1940s to 1960s have suggested longer brain toler-
ant time to brain ischemia or cardiac arrest than that during nor-
mothermic conditions �21–24�. Many of the surgical procedures
require the surgeon to work with a bloodless field, which often
leads to temporary brain ischemia. It has been shown that induc-
ing hypothermia in heart and/or brain tissue in conjunction with
those surgical procedures would result in less permanent brain
damage after surgically induced brain ischemia. The surgical in-
terruption time can be implemented for more than 45 min when
the brain tissue is maintained at 10°C versus only 8 min at 32°C
in brain tissue. Hypothermia significantly improved the ability of
surgeons in working with previously inoperable cardiac and cere-
bral diseases and reduced patients’ mortality.

Hypothermia applications suffered a setback in the 1970s due to
bad management of cooling extent and systemic complications.
Mild hypothermia �34–36°C� has been attracting attention since
the 1980s due to encouraging animal experiments on canine,
swine, and rodent models when systemic complications were
minimized during mild hypothermia procedures �25�. Animal
studies allow extensive and controlled experiments to evaluate the
effect of various factors such as cooling methods, temperature
depression, hypothermia duration, cooling initiation relative to the
ischemic event, and rewarming rate on the brain recovery from
ischemia. Evidence is strong to support hypothermia induced neu-
roprotection from ischemia injury in laboratory animals �26�. It
has been suggested that early cooling initiation before or right
after brain injury is a key to yield meaningful neuroprotection in
those studies �27,28�. Therefore, it is not a surprise to see more
success in controlled applications, such as multiple scleroses �MS�
and open heart and neck surgery, than that in traumatic head in-
jury when the time to initiate cooling is typically several hours
after the injury. Nevertheless, delayed cooling initiation may still
be compensated by prolonged cooling durations and/or controlled
cooling temperature and slow rewarming rate.

2.2 Hypothermia Approaches. Two potential neurological
damages require whole body cooling to control the body core
temperature. One is during heat stroke when the body temperature
is elevated above 37°C due to dysfunction and/or failure of tem-
perature control in the human body. It occurs when the body is
exposed to hot weather with high humidity and/or during strenu-
ous exercise. Sport-related deaths due to high temperature envi-
ronment during exercise have been reported. In the U.S., there are
more than 300 heat stroke–related deaths each year. The other
group sensitive to body temperature elevations is the group of MS
patients. Their symptoms tend to get worse when the body tem-
perature is even slightly elevated. Although exercise is beneficial
to those patients physically and physiologically, exercise induced
body temperature rise will exacerbate MS symptoms.

Typical cooling approaches to lower the body temperature in-
clude immersing the body in cold water �bathtub, swimming pool,
river, etc.�, wearing a light weight cooling jacket, enhancing heat
dissipation via convection and/or evaporation, etc. Most of the
approaches cool down the body slowly due to the large body
mass; however, a body temperature reduction or maintenance of a
normal body temperature can still be evident if the method is
implemented for a period of time �approximately in hours�. Stud-
ies have shown that cooling may restore neuronal activities, which
lead to proliferation, migration, and maturation of myelin produc-
ing cells in MS patients �29,30�. Improved physical strength and
visual acuity and minimization of tremor and pain have been re-
ported in MS patients with controlled body temperatures �31�. In
sport medicine, trainers have utilized a hand cooling device to

counteract the temperature elevations during strenuous physical
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raining. This approach takes advantages of the rich arteriovenous
nastomoses �AVAs� in the hand region. The hand is inserted into
n apparatus that can induce negative pressure and also serve as a
ooling device. Applying negative pressure to the hand would
pen up the AVAs and divert a large portion of the cardiac output
o the hand where the cooling device is placed. Experimental stud-
es on healthy athletes have shown substantial normal body tem-
erature control by implementing the hand cooling device com-
ared with the group without the device during sport training
32–34�. Temperatures of the body core have been shown to drop
rom 39°C back to 37°C within 15 min by the approach during a
eavy exercise. In principle, this method should also be applied to
chieve fast cooling in brain injury patients. However, physicians
ave cautioned the danger of a sudden blood pressure drop due to
large amount of blood diverted to the hand. For patients with

ompromised health, the body may not be able to respond quickly
o the pressure drop by adjusting other circulation parameters as
ealthy athletes.

For patients suffering neurological ischemic injury, such as
troke, traumatic brain injury, and spinal cord damage, the previ-
usly mentioned whole body cooling approaches are still useful to
ool the brain tissue. The drawbacks are slow cooling rates due to
he large body mass �35–37�. To address this limitation, an endo-
ascular cooling device has been developed to lower the tempera-
ure of the cardiac output quickly. A catheter is inserted into the
emoral vein, and heat is carried out from the warm venous blood
y the circulating coolant. This method is very effective to induce
everal °C temperature reduction of the body within 10–20 min
38–40�. However, it involves relatively invasive procedures and
equires intensive medical support and a skillful surgeon to imple-
ent the approach. In addition, systemic complications due to the

nduced moderate hypothermia in the entire body may counteract
he neuroprotection of cooling and affect the patients’ recovery.
andomized clinical studies using large sample sizes are still
eeded to evaluate the long term safety and efficacy of this
pproach.

For brain injury patients, it is the brain tissue that needs to be
ooled to improve patients’ outcomes. Cooling the entire body to
chieve a temperature reduction in the brain may not be necessary
ince the human brain represents only 2% of body mass. In recent
ears, selective brain cooling �SBC� in which the brain tempera-
ure is reduced while the rest of the body is kept normothermia
as been proposed to minimize serious adverse systemic compli-
ations. Simple selective brain cooling approaches may also maxi-
ize the protective benefits of hypothermia if it can be initiated

y emergency medical services �EMS� personnel during the trans-
ortation of the patients to the hospital. The brain tissue can be
irectly cooled using a cooling helmet or via infusing chilled sa-
ine to the cortex surface or inserting an intraparenchymal cooling
atheter. However, limited cooling penetration through the scalp
nd skull and the high metabolism in the brain tissue typically
onfine the temperature reduction in the brain superficial region
uch as the cortex or in the region surrounding the cooling probe
41–46�. Vasoconstriction in the scalp, shivering, and nonuniform
emperature fields in the brain tissue are some of the drawbacks
ssociated with scalp surface cooling.

On the other hand, cooling the blood supplied to the brain tissue
ay result in very uniform temperature reductions in the brain

issue due to the large local blood perfusion rate in the brain. This
pproach also bypasses the skin since the cooling is from the
nside of the brain tissue. Shivering driven by skin receptors
ould be unlikely. In recent years, it is proposed to insert a cool-

ng catheter into the femoral vein and advance it to the common
arotid artery to achieve rapid cooling of the arterial blood. Self-
ustained coolant can be circulating within the catheter without
hysical contact with the blood. Cold saline can be infused to mix
ith the carotid arterial blood to induce moderate brain hypother-
ia within a few minutes �47,48�. The technical challenge is the
nvasive nature of this approach. Antithrombotic coating is needed

ournal of Thermal Science and Engineering Applications
to prevent clotting in the carotid artery. Increases in arterial pres-
sure due to saline infusion may also cause some complications to
patients with compromised health.

Another blood cooling technique via inserting a cooling device
through the neck muscle and placing the device on the carotid
artery surface has been proposed to achieve temperature reduc-
tions of several °C within 30 min �49–51�. Theoretical simulation
and experiments performed in a tissue equivalent gel have shown
the targeted temperature reduction if good physical contact be-
tween the device and the artery is ensured �52�. In addition, this
method may be more suitable for applications when the carotid
artery has to be exposed, therefore minimizing any additional
physical manipulation of the sensitive region surrounding the ca-
rotid artery.

Neck collars have also been suggested to cool the arterial blood
supply. The portable nature and compact size of the collar may
shorten the time duration between brain injury and cooling initia-
tion to confer neuroprotection to the patients. However, previous
theoretical simulations have suggested very limited temperature
reductions along the carotid arteries and vertebrate arteries
��0.5°C� even when the neck surface temperature is reduced to
0°C �53,54�. This is largely due to the thick neck muscle that
presents a large conduction resistance to yield very limited cool-
ing penetration to reach the arterial blood. On the other hand, neck
collars may be suitable to achieve meaningful cooling to the su-
perficial jugular veins to prevent body temperature elevations for
conditions such as hot weather and/or exercise �54�.

2.3 Engineer Contribution to Hypothermia. Engineers can
contribute to brain hypothermia studies via designing effective
and safe cooling devices. Currently, there are primarily two kinds
of cooling equipment for body and brain hypothermia. One is to
cool the targeted tissue via the body surface. Most of them are
simple cooling vests, helmets, and pads, which do not require
sophisticated control units. Engineers design those cooling equip-
ment to achieve targeted temperature reductions on the body sur-
face. This typically can be achieved via testing different cooling
contact surfaces, selecting an appropriate coolant, and evaluating
thermal properties of the material in contact with the body, esti-
mating heat exchange with the environment from the coolant res-
ervoir and the entrance of cooling devices, etc. Patient’s safety
issues, including vasoconstriction, shivering, freezing damage to
skin surface, and possible interference with the medical treatment
equipment, should also be taken into consideration since they may
affect the cooling efficacy and feasibility of implementing the
cooling devices.

The other kind of cooling equipment consists of endovascular
cooling catheters for inducing fast cooling in the body. There are
engineering aspects in designing the device for size minimization
with targeted cooling capacity. The catheter diameter needs to be
smaller than 5 mm to be inserted into the femoral vessels. Coolant
is self-contained so that coolant channels are embedded inside the
small catheter. The material of the catheter and its embedded inner
structure needs to be flexible for navigating inside the blood ves-
sels. FDA approval is required for those endovascular cooling
devices concerning patient safety. For example, the catheter may
cause clotting if the surface is not coated properly by antithrom-
botic agent �55�. Selecting a proper coolant is also important in
the case of leakage. It needs to be kept in mind that endovascular
cooling is used adjunctive to other routine medical treatments.
Therefore, the modified procedures to accommodate the cooling
methods should not be too invasively aggressive to interfere with
the major therapeutic procedures. Sometimes this may require
sacrifice of some cooling capacity for the safety of the patients.

In recent years, theoretical modeling of the temperature fields in
the spinal and head regions has been used not only to illustrate the
possible cooling extent in those targeted regions, but also to help
design effective and safe hypothermia therapy �56–60�. Theoreti-
cal simulation addresses the difficulty of inserting too many tem-

perature sensors in the brain tissue during the therapy, as well as
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oor spatial and temporal resolutions and high operating costs of
oninvasive temperature monitoring systems such as MRI. An-
ther advantage of theoretical modeling is to identify tissue loca-
ions, which are critical to monitor the cooling extent and to assess
atient safety. The vast data resulted from parametric studies pro-
ide insight on how the large variations of geometrical and physi-
logical parameters affect the efficacy of hypothermia therapy.
herefore, the treatment protocol and device design may be opti-
ized to address the uncertainty associated with individual

atients.
Most of the theoretical simulations use the Pennes bioheat

quation to model the thermal contribution of local vascular ge-
metry and blood perfusion rate to the local tissue temperature
eld. During hypothermia, tissue temperatures are typically lower

han the arterial blood temperature, implying that local blood per-
usion ��� serves as heat sinks in the tissue. Based on the Pennes
erfusion heat source/sink term, the strength of the heat sinks is
irectly proportional to the local blood perfusion rate. Therefore,
t is a challenge to cool highly perfused tissue regions such as
rain and spinal cord since the penetration of cooling from the
ooling device is facing the fast refreshing of warm arterial blood
n those tissue regions, resulting in a shallow cooling penetration.
revious theoretical studies have shown a penetration depth of
nly 10 mm in the brain gray matter. However, ischemia in brain
nd spinal cord due to injury or temperature reduction actually
romotes cooling penetration to a large injured area. It can be
oncluded that the penetration depth �d� is approximately in-
ersely proportional to the square root of the blood perfusion rate,
.e., d��−1/2 �46�. Therefore, the covered cooling area can be
oubled in distance from the cooling front when the local blood
erfusion rate decreases to one-fourth of its normal value. For an
njured brain gray matter, the cooling penetration can be extended
o 20 mm when the blood perfusion rate is markedly reduced from
0 ml/min 100 g tissue under normal conditions to 20 ml/min 100
tissue after injury �46�.
There are several attempts to model individual blood vessels in

he tissue regions. Typically, it is used in hypothermia approaches
nvolving carotid arterial and jugular venous cooling, where point-
o-point simulations along those large blood vessels are necessary.
ue to the complexity of the vasculatures, the vessels are modeled

s straight tubes without considering vessel bifurcation and taper-
ng geometry �49,53,54�. The simulation results are relatively ac-
urate since the temperature reduction along those vessels is
argely determined by the blood flow rate in the vessels and local
eometrical variation plays a very minor role in the blood cooling.

Recent advancements in computational resources have provided
he possibility in developing accurate theoretical models for hy-
othermia therapy. Imaging technologies such as MRI can scan
he detailed individual structures in the head regions. Commer-
ially available numerical simulation software packages allow im-
ort of the 3D geometry into grid-generation algorithms for tem-
erature simulations �56,58�. Inclusions of additional details of the
rain geometry and vasculature into the theoretical model would
urther improve the predictive capability of the simulations.

One challenge in theoretical simulation is how to assess local
lood perfusion responses to cooling. In most previous theoretical
tudies, the blood perfusion rate is either considered as a constant
r assumed to decrease with temperature reductions. However, as
hown in an in vivo animal study �61�, all the animal subjects
uring head surface cooling showed a changed blood flow rate in
he common carotid artery, an index of the global blood perfusion
ate in the brain. To further complicate theoretical analyses, the
eduction in the blood flow rate in the common carotid artery did
ot have the same pace, varying from 5 min to more than 40 min
o establish a steady state during the cooling. The relationship
etween local blood perfusion rate and temperature reduction has
een proposed to follow the Q10 law, representing a linear rela-
ionship between 1 /T, where T is the tissue temperature, and

og CMRO2 �oxygen consumption rate� �62�. This relationship is

40801-4 / Vol. 2, DECEMBER 2010
indeed derived from experimental measurements. However, ex-
trapolating it to the cooling response of local blood perfusion rate
has implied that local blood perfusion rate and oxygen consump-
tion rate are coupled, which may be true under normal conditions.
After brain ischemia injury, the local blood perfusion rate may be
decoupled from the local metabolic rate �oxygen consumption
rate�. The laser Doppler flowmeter �LDF� method is normally
used to assess changes in local blood perfusion rate on the brain
surface. Most of the LDF measurements have suggested blood
perfusion reduction of cerebral cortex; however, an increase in the
blood perfusion rate after brain ischemic damage has also been
reported. Using a colored microsphere technique further demon-
strated nonuniform blood perfusion responses from one brain re-
gion to another. Further, it is uncertain whether the measured
blood perfusion responses in animal models are applicable to hu-
mans due to the geometrical difference and tolerance to cooling.
Three-dimensional MRI scanning may be a suitable alternative to
monitor the blood perfusion changes during cooling when it be-
comes a routine assessment tool with affordable expenses when
used in clinical studies. Currently, the uncertainty of the blood
perfusion rate in the targeted region will continue to complicate
theoretical predictions.

3 Hyperthermia in Tissue Thermal Damage
Within the past three decades, hyperthermia has been evaluated

in a variety of therapeutic procedures for killing tumor cells in
cancer treatment. It is preferable for patients diagnosed with pre-
viously inoperable or surgically complex tumors or for patients
looking for an alternative to costly and risky surgical procedures.
In hyperthermia, thermal energy delivered to tumors raises the
entire tumor temperature field above 43°C for durations of more
than 60 min while maintaining the temperatures in the surround-
ing normal tissue below 43°C. It has been suggested that either
temperature elevations produce a thermal induced cytotoxic re-
sponse or temperature rises enhance the cytotoxic effects of radia-
tion and drugs. Both the direct cell-killing effects of heat and the
sensitization to other agents by heat are phenomena strongly de-
pendent on the achieved distribution of the temperature increases
and the duration of heating in tumors.

3.1 Traditional Hyperthermia Approaches. Earlier hyper-
thermia approaches in the 1980s and 1990s include high energy dc
shock �electric conductive heating�, radio frequency �alternating
current�, microwave �electromagnetic wave absorption�, laser, etc.
All the methods require either a wave or a current passing through
the tissue and its interaction with molecules in the tissue to gen-
erate heating. The wave or current decays as it passes through the
tissue, resulting in a heating density diverging from the location
where the wave or current is initiated. Collateral thermal damage
to healthy tissue may occur if the targeted tissue region is not
located very close to the initiation. Actively cooling the healthy
tissue region has been shown to be effective to minimize undes-
ired thermal damage.

In electric cardioversion, synchronized high energy dc shock is
used for the treatment of tachycardia and arrhythmias to correct
abnormal heart rhythms and to restore normal sinus rhythm. How-
ever, due to the very large voltage and current involved in the
procedures, a very high temperature at the electrode surface may
induce localized tissue ablation �63�. Complications such as ex-
plosive gas formation and shock wave may occur.

Radio frequency waves typically have an alternating current at
a frequency of 200–1000 kHz. Similar to a dc shock, two elec-
trodes are needed and local temperature elevations are due to
ohmic heating. Since the current is inversely proportional to the
square of the distance from the electrode surface, overheating in a
narrow region close to the electrode may be inevitable �64–67�.

Microwave heating utilizes electromagnetic wave at a fre-
quency of megahertz or gigahertz, which travels through cables

and radiates to tissue through a small antenna. Unlike radio fre-
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uency heating, the heating mechanism is through interactions
etween the propagating electromagnetic wave and dielectric mol-
cules in the tissue. The collision between the energized dipole
olecules to maintain alignment with the alternating electromag-

etic field results in converting electromagnetic energy to heat.
ne of the limitations of microwave heating is its shallow pen-

tration depth from the antenna. For biological tissue consisting of
ostly water, the penetration is limited to 10–20 mm. Microwave

eating has been used in treatments for prostatic tumor or benign
rostatic hyperplasia �BPH� �enlarged prostate� since the micro-
ave catheter can be inserted through the urethra and advanced to

he prostatic urethra close to the targeted prostatic tissue �68�.
ooling at the prostatic urethra using cold water has been shown

o be effective to shift the maximal temperature location from the
rostatic urethral surface to the transitional zone of the prostate.

Laser is a monochromatic electromagnetic wave, except that its
avelength is much shorter than that of microwave or radio fre-
uency. Typical laser power level is less than 1 W; however, all
he energy is concentrated on a very small tissue area of radius as
mall as 50 �m, resulting in highly concentrated temperature el-
vations. Laser wave can penetrate into tissue, and the resulting
eat generation by tissue is due to laser energy scattering and
bsorption. The absorption and scattering of laser depend on both
he tissue type �hard or soft� and the laser wavelength.

In the three primary clinical applications using laser, dermatolo-
ists and ophthalmologists are mostly using laser for blood vessel
oagulation, and dentists use lasers in both soft and hard tissue
blation. The selection of laser type is largely determined by how
eep the targeted region is located in the tissue. Typically, longer
avelength lasers penetrate more deeply into tissue than short
avelength lasers. One example is in laser coagulation of blood
essels in the eyes. Lasers can penetrate the vitreous easily with
nly minor absorptions ��5%� and reach the retina. Conventional
reatment for superficial retinal arteries and veins utilizes short
avelength lasers such as argon laser �527 nm�. It will not be

uitable for treating deep choroidal feeder vessels �69�. Laser en-
rgy must penetrate the overlying retinal layer, retinal pigment
pithelium �RPE�, and choriocapillaries to reach the targeted cho-
oidal feeder vessels. Previous experimental and theoretical stud-
es have suggested using a near-infrared �NIR� laser such as a
iode laser at 805 nm wavelength to deliver sufficient laser energy
o the choroidal feeder vessels with minimal concomitant retinal
nd choroidal damage, especially to the sensitive RPE layer
69,70�.

Similar approaches can be seen in using laser for the treatment
f port wine stains �PWS�, birthmarks due to deep dilated capil-
aries located superficially in the skin �71�. The absorption of laser
ccurs largely due to oxyhemoglobins �HbO2� and deoxyhemo-
lobins �Hb� in the blood stream. Short wavelength lasers, such as
ulsed dye lasers �PDLs� at 577 nm and 595 nm and potassium
itanyl phosphate �KTP� laser at 532 nm strongly absorbed by
oth oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin, have been shown to
e effective in obliterating the blood vessels to improve the skin
one in PWS located less than 1 mm beneath the skin surface
72,73�. However, for deeply seated PWS, it has been proposed to
se an Alexandrite 755 nm laser or a neodymium doped yttrium
luminum garnet �Nd:YAG� laser at 1064 nm, which can penetrate
nto several millimeters in skin tissue. In addition, coagulation of
enous blood with rich deoxyhemoglobins is preferred to use Al-
xandrite laser since the absorption by Hb at 755 nm wavelength
s stronger than the absorption by HbO2. On the other hand, the
d:YAG laser at 1064 nm is better for obliteration of arterioles

ince it is absorbed more by HbO2 than by Hb. In recent years, it
as been proposed to use a dual laser system �short and long
avelength lasers� targeting both superficial and deep blood ves-

els in a combined approach �74�. Thermal damage to the epider-
is ��60 �m in thickness� may occur even with limited laser

nergy absorption there. One approach to minimize the thermal

amage in epidermis is to use cryogen sprayed on the skin surface
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before or during laser treatment. Theoretical simulations have
been performed to identify suitable cooling parameters for pre-
venting collateral thermal damage while delivering sufficient laser
energy to the targeted blood vessels located in the dermis.

In dentistry, both short wavelength lasers such as Nd:YAG, ar-
gon, and diode lasers and long wavelength erbium: yttrium alumi-
num garnet �Er:YAG� and erbium, chromium: yttrium, scandium,
gallium, garnet �Er,Cr:YSGG� are used in cutting hard tissue, re-
shaping gums and implants, and removing debris. Recently, bac-
terial disinfection in deep dentin area using Er,Cr:YSGG lasers
has been proposed for root canal procedures �75�. In addition,
simple red lasers at 695 nm emitted from a small probe have been
used for the diagnosis of caries hidden inside the teeth �76,77�.
Comparing to dermatology and ophthalmology, there are rela-
tively limited studies in dentistry to optimize treatment efficacy
when selecting from a variety of lasers. There are also only a few
studies to evaluate collateral thermal damages to the tissue sur-
rounding the targeted tooth region.

3.2 Nanotechnology in Hyperthermia Treatment. Cur-
rently, two nanotechnologies have emerged as promising hyper-
thermia therapies due to their ability to confine adequate thermal
energy in tumors. Both overcome the limitations of traditional
hyperthermia approaches such as microwave and radio frequen-
cies, which have short penetration depths into tissue and often
cause collateral thermal damage to the superficial tissue layers.
One uses magnetic nanoparticles to generate heat when the nano-
particles are subject to an alternating magnetic field. The magnetic
field is usually generated by a coil with strong alternating electric
currents passing through. Previous studies have shown that the
magnetic field should be at least 2 kA/m to induce sufficient tem-
perature elevations in tissue �78–83�. The system typically re-
quires at least several kilowatts of power, and only a very small
percentage ��10 W� is used to generate the heat by the magnetic
nanoparticles.

Gold nanoshells or nanorods are newly developed nanotechnol-
ogy and have been tested in the past several years in cancer treat-
ment. Gold nanoshells consist of a solid dielectric nanoparticle
core ��100 nm� coated by a thin gold shell ��10 nm�. Gold
nanorods have a diameter of �10 nm and an aspect ratio of ap-
proximately 4. Nanorods may be taken up by tumors more readily
due to their smaller size than nanoshells. By varying the geomet-
ric ratio, the nanostructures can be tuned to have strong absorption
and scattering to a specific laser wavelength. The enhancement in
laser energy absorption is several orders of magnitude higher than
that of traditional dyes, such as indocynine green dye �84�. Among
a wide range of laser wavelengths, the NIR laser at �800 nm is
the most attractive wavelength range to clinicians due to its deep
optical penetration in tissue. For example, the attenuation coeffi-
cient of a laser at 800 nm is approximately 0.1 cm−1, which is
equivalent to a laser penetration of 10 cm in tissue. Therefore, the
tissue would appear almost “transparent” to the 800 nm laser light
before the laser reaches the nanostructures in tumors, with mini-
mal laser energy wasted by the tissue without the nanostructures.
The laser energy absorbed in an area congregating by the nano-
structures is transferred to the surrounding tissue by heat conduc-
tion. As for a very deep-seated tumor, optical fibers have been
proposed via minimally invasive surgery to bring the laser to the
surface of the tumor. This approach not only achieves targeted
delivery of laser energy to the tumor, but also maximally concen-
trates a majority of the laser energy to the tumor region.

Another advantage of the nanotechnologies is the ability to de-
sign optimized treatment protocols via using multiple intratumoral
nanofluid injection sites to generate sufficient temperature eleva-
tions in the entire tumor. This strategy �83� offers the maneuver-
ability to control nanostructure distribution in tumors with various
sizes, shapes, and blood perfusion rates through manipulating the
location of the injection sites and injection parameters. As illus-

trated in Fig. 1�a�, a single injection site that is used in most of the
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urrent experiments causes localized heating resulting in under-
eating in the tumor periphery and/or overheating in the healthy
issue when the tumor has an irregular shape. Figure 1�b� demon-
trates that temperature elevations can be nearly uniform through-
ut the entire tumor by using multiple injections of nanostructure
eposition. The challenge in multisite injections is the design of
n injection strategy addressing injection rate and amount and
rrangement of injection sites that can lead to a sufficient and
early uniform temperature elevation. This approach is unlikely to
e affected by the high hydrostatic pressure in tumors since nano-
tructure deposition in the entire tumor is not necessary.

3.3 Progress in Magnetic Nanoparticle Hyperthermia for
ancer Treatment. Although magnetic nanoparticle hyperther-
ia was developed in the 1950s �85�, it is still at an early stage of

evelopment in the treatment for malignant tumors. The heat gen-
rated by these particles when exposed to an external alternating
agnetic field is mainly due to the Néel relaxation and/or Brown-

an motion of the particles �86,87�. Previous studies �88� showed
hat iron oxides magnetite Fe3O4 and maghemite �-Fe2O3 nano-
articles are biocompatible to human tissue �87�. This method
nables adequate heat to be generated within the tumor tissue
ithout necessitating heat penetration through the skin surface,

hus eliminating the consequent side effects of excessive collateral
hermal damage. Magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia has the ver-
atility in treating deep-seated/irregular shaped tumors. Depend-
ng on the amplitude of the magnetic field and the particle size,
he rate of temperature increase at the monitored site can be as
igh as several °C/min. Temperatures up to 71°C were recorded
t the tumor center �87�. All the experimental data have suggested
he feasibility of elevating the tumor temperatures to a level suf-
cient to kill tumor cells �80,88–94�.
The employment of nanoparticles smaller than 100 nm is espe-

ially advantageous in generating sufficient heat with low mag-
etic field strength. The heat generated by magnetic particles sub-
ect to an alternative magnetic field is suggested to be primarily
ize-dependent. As the particle size decreases, thermal activation
f re-orientation processes leads to a superparamagnetic �SPM�
ehavior that is capable of generating impressive levels of heating
t low field strengths �95�. Spherical nanoparticles of 10 nm di-
meter are capable of providing a specific loss power �SLP� of
11 W/g under a magnetic field of 14 kA/m in amplitude and 300
Hz in frequency, whereas particles with a diameter of 220 nm
nly achieve a SLP of 144 W/g under identical magnetic fields.
he application of nanoparticles in magnetic hyperthermia offers
more effective treatment route than microparticles.
Magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia has been used to treat tu-
ors in liver, kidney, and breast tissue. The particles used in pre-

ious studies included iron and iron oxide, while the iron oxides
agnetite Fe3O4 and maghemite �-Fe2O3 are the most studied to

ig. 1 Temperature elevations in a tumor with an irregular
hape: „a… single injection and „b… multiple injections. Tempera-
ure elevations in the tumor are more uniform in „b….
ate. The reported magnetic frequency varied from 63 kHz to 700
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kHz, while the lower and upper limits of the magnetic field
strength were 2 kA/m and 24.8 kA/m. Particle sizes used are all
smaller than 15 nm in diameter. The wide range of the reported
specific absorption rate �SAR� measurements �28–467 W/kg� may
be mainly due to the variation in magnetic field strength and fre-
quency, nanoparticle concentration, and injection amount. For ex-
ample, using an injected amount of nanofluid varying from 0.2 ml
to 15 ml to tumor, Johannsen et al. �92,93� performed in vivo
experiments of magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia on human
subjects in combination with external radiation. This combined
treatment was found to reduce tumor growth by approximately
88% with a maximum and a minimum temperature of 58°C and
42°C, respectively. With a few exceptions, most of the experi-
mental data are based on temperature measurements at one or two
tumor locations. Later histological analyses have suggested under-
dosage heating �temperature increase lower than a critical value�
in some tumor regions, usually at the tumor periphery.

3.4 Recent Experimental and Theoretical Investigations in
Laser Photothermal Therapy. In the past several years, gold
nanoshells, nanohorns, and nanorods have been developed as ef-
fective photo-absorbers in laser photothermal therapy in cancer
research, similar to the concept of using indocyanine gree �ICG�
dye �96� in the bloodstream to enhance laser absorption. Gold
particles are biocompatible to tissue, and they allow conjugation
of biomolecules to the gold surface. This method, if successful,
would provide a powerful approach to concentrate laser energy in
the tumor site and, therefore, to facilitate confined hyperthermia in
tumors. The strong absorption is due to the optical resonances of
gold when its size is much smaller than the visible light wave-
length �97�. Laser light activates the electrons in gold, and when
the electrons go back to its resting state, energy is released in the
form of heat.

The feasibility of using laser photothermal therapy for tumor
destruction has been tested both in tissue culture �98–103� and in
implanted tumors in mice �97,104,105�. Most in vivo experiments
performed on mice involve injecting approximately 0.1–0.2 ml
nanoshell solution �concentration varies from 109 to 1011

nanoshells/ml solution�. Since all implanted tumors are located
superficially beneath the skin surface, it is expected that the laser
energy is absorbed by the nanoshells accumulating in the tumor.
Typical laser radiance at the surface is 2–50 W /cm2 for the pho-
tothermal therapy to be effective �99,104–107�. Laser spot size
should affect primarily the affected tumor region laterally, and it
varies from 1 mm to 5 mm �106�. Heating duration can be shorter
than several minutes or longer than 15 min �101,106�. Successful
treatments are illustrated by the shrinkage of the tumor following
the laser therapy, as well as observed tumor cell death in the tissue
culture �108�. Some experiments also measured temperatures at
one or two tumor locations on the bottom of the tumor and found
that the temperature rise and tumor shrinkage are also dependent
on the concentration of the nanoshell solution �105�.

Wide variation ranges of treatment protocols have been noted in
previous experimental studies. For example, the nanoshell con-
centration in terms of numbers of particles �NPS� per unit volume
before the injection varied from 109 NPS /ml to 1011 NPS /ml,
although the injection amount was similar, �0.1–0.4 ml. The
laser spot size was also not consistent from one experiment to
another. Another variation is the laser radiance incident on the
tumor surface, between 2 W /cm2 and 50 W /cm2. The large
variations in the treatment protocols may suggest variations in
tumor sizes, nanoshell/nanorod concentration in the tumors, its
interaction with the laser light, and local blood perfusion rate in
the tumors. The combinations of the nanostructure concentration,
laser radiance, laser spot size, and heating time of all the previous
studies did not always provide an intuitive trend expected by cli-
nicians. In the limited few studies using direct nanoshell/nanorod

injection to tumors, none of them have evaluated how the injec-
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ion parameters such as injection amount, nanofluid concentration,
nd injection rate affect the nanostructure deposition and the re-
ulting temperature elevations in the tumor.

3.5 Nanostructure Distribution in Tumors. Previous inves-
igations have demonstrated that particle size, particle coating, and

agnetic field strength and frequency or laser wavelength deter-
ine its heating generation capacity. However, once the

anoparticles/nanoshells are manufactured, the spatial distribution
f the nanostructures dispersed in tissue dominates the spatial
emperature elevation during heating. Therefore, understanding
he distribution of nanostructures in tumors is critical in develop-
ng theoretical models to predict temperature distribution in tu-

ors during hyperthermia treatment. An accurate description of
he nanostructure distribution will greatly enhance the simulation
ccuracy of the heat transfer process in tumors, which is crucial in
enerating an optimal temperature distribution that can prevent
he occurrence of heating underdosage in the tumor and overheat-
ng in the healthy tissue.

Delivery of magnetic nanoparticles or gold nanoshells/nanorods
s typically performed via systemic �venous� injection of dispersed
anostructures in a biocompatible solution. Despite the small size
f the nanostructures and the leaky nature of tumor vasculature,
he accumulation of the nanostructures in a tumor is passive. Ex-
eriments have been performed in mice to demonstrate that it
akes more than 6–10 h to gather all the nanoshells in the tumor
ite �109�. However, the coating on the nanoshells allows en-
anced extravascular transport through the interaction between the
oated receptor ligands on the nanoshells and tumor cell surface
eceptors �101�. For example, a newly developed molecular cou-
ling agent is used to target epidermal growth factor receptor in
ells �100,101�. The selective nature of the coating also allows
inimal nanoshell accumulation in other organs or structures in

he body. It will take a couple of days before the nanoshells are
cavenged by the liver and spleen of the body �97,105�.

The major challenge is to achieve a desired distribution of
anostructure in the tumor. Since the accumulation is passive, it is
ot clear how dispersed the nanostructures are after a systemic
njection. Previous experimental data have suggested that the par-
icle concentration is not uniform in tissue �81�. The concentration
f nanostructures in tumors may vary from one region to another
ue to the variations in the permeability of the vasculature and
ocal blood perfusion rate. In systemic delivery, it is difficult to
eliver nanostructures to the necrotic tumor core region, which
ften survives with little blood supply. However, the tumor core
as contributed to cancer recurrence after treatment since neither
rug nor thermal agents are often delivered there to eradicate the
umor core. A recent study proposed a “Trojan” approach �110� to
eliver nanoshells to the stubborn tumor core using elaborate bio-
hemical procedures. For a tumor with a poor vascular supply,
elivering nanostructure would take a long time for the passive
ccumulation. On the other hand, direct injection of nanostruc-
ures to tumors may be a feasible and practical approach. A very
mall amount of the carrier fluid containing nanoparticles or
anoshells can be directly injected into the tumor center. Rather
han guessing where the nanostructures are placed and testing how
ong it takes for the nanostructures to be cleared from the blood-
tream, it is expected that the nanostructure will be dispersed in
he vicinity of the injection site. Temperature elevations in tumors
re the direct result of the concentrated energy generation by the
ocalized nanostructures as well as heat conduction from the in-
ection sites.

Experimental observations of nanostructure distribution in tu-
ors can be obtained following the approaches in the past in drug

elivery. Nanostructures used in hyperthermia cancer treatment
ave a similar size range as the hydrodynamic radius of macro-
olecules in the drug delivery studies. For example, 2 MDa dex-

rans have a molecular size equivalent to a hydrodynamic radius
f 25 nm �111�. Therefore, some of the previous animal experi-

ental measurements of large molecular drug transport in cancer
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treatment may be applicable to the transport properties of the
nanostructures in tumors. It was demonstrated in previous studies
that the effective interstitial diffusion coefficient of drugs in tu-
mors decreases as the drug molecule increases �112,113�. In addi-
tion, those experimental studies have illustrated a correlation be-
tween high levels of collagen type I and hindrance to diffusion
when large drug molecules are involved �113�. Typical experimen-
tal approaches of evaluating drug/nanostructure distribution in tu-
mors utilize fluorescently labeled drug molecules in implanted
tumors in mice �112–114�. Due to the penetration limitation of
confocal microscopy ��200 �m in depth� and other optical
methods, drug transport in the interstitial space in tumors is evalu-
ated via a 2D cranial or dorsal window chamber tumor preparation
�111�. The complicated heterogeneous 3D tumor structure may not
be well represented in the 2D tumor preparations, and the 3D drug
transport process is often not completely captured by those
approaches.

Earlier studies of the 3D nanostructure dispersion were per-
formed in semitransparent gel, where the brown or black color of
the nanofluid from the color of the gel can be used to track the
nanofluid spreading during injections. It has been shown that the
nanoparticles were confined in the vicinity of the injection site and
that particle deposition was greatly affected by the injection rate
and amount �81,82�. Although the tissue equivalent gels cannot
completely mimic the real biological tissue, those gel studies have
demonstrated that implementing a very slow injection rate
���l /min� is critical to have controlled and repeatable nanopar-
ticle concentration distributions. However, detailed nanoparticle
deposition in the gel is difficult to quantify only based on the
photo image of the gel.

Since tissue is opaque, 3D nanostructure distribution in tumors
is usually unavailable. Recently, micro-CT imaging technique has
been proposed as a noninvasive and nondestructive method for
investigating nanoparticle distribution in tumors. Although
micro-CT does not allow direct visualization of individual nano-
particles, the accumulation of nanoparticles in tissue would result
in a region with a much higher density than the rest of the tissue,
and the density variations can be detected by the micro-CT system
�115,116�. A recent study has illustrated the feasibility of imaging
and quantifying detailed 3D magnetic nanoparticle distribution in
both gels and tumors �115�. In principle, different micro-CT pixel
index numbers should represent the local nanoparticle concentra-
tion. For a high resolution micro-CT, the pixel size can be as small
as several micrometers. A fast injection typically results in crack
formation and uniform nanoparticle concentration surrounding the
injection site in gels. However, nanoparticle diffusion from the
injection site to the gel periphery is evident in the obtained
micro-CT images, and an exponentially decaying nanoparticle dis-
tribution is observed. Heating experiments were performed later
to confirm the linear correlation between the measured micro-CT
pixel index number �0–256� and the generated local SAR value
�W/kg� �115�.

Similar experiments were also performed to image nanoparticle
distribution in PC3 xenograft tumors implanted in Balbc/c Nu/Nu
male mice �117�. Each mouse was inoculated on both flanks with
107 PC3 human prostate cancer cells. 0.1 ml water based ferrof-
luid was injected into one tumor at an injection rate of 5 �l /min.
The tumor was subject to an alternating magnetic field �183 kHz�,
and its temperatures were elevated above 50°C for 15 min. After
the heating experiment, the other tumor was injected the same
amount of the ferrofluid at the same injection rate. Both tumors
were then dissected from the mouse and loaded in the micro-CT
system for X-ray scan. Figure 2 shows the nanoparticle concen-
tration distribution illustrated by the light colors in the images. It
appears that the nanoparticles were confined to the injection site,
and they formed a regular shape after the injection. However, with
heating, the nanoparticle distribution pattern looks different. The
region occupied by the nanoparticles was quite irregular after the

heating. The heating seems to cause the nanoparticles to move to
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he peripheral regions. However, more quantified micro-CT image
nalyses of the nanoparticle spreading in tumors are still needed.
ince temperature elevations in tumors should be directly related

o the local volumetric heat generation rate distribution, nanopar-
icle spreading more to the peripheral tumor regions favors a more
niform temperature elevation in tumors.

Nanostructure distribution in tissue can also be indirectly deter-
ined via measured temperature distributions in tissue. Based on

he heat conduction equation, if the initial heat conduction can be
eglected, the local volumetric heat generation rate or SAR can be
easured by the initial temperature rise slope after the heating is

urned on,

SAR = �C� �T

�t
�

t=0

�1�

here � is the tissue density, C is the specific heat, T is the tissue
emperatures measured, and t=0 represents the initial time in-
tance when the heating is turned on �electromagnetic field, laser,
tc.�. Several temperature sensors can be inserted into the tissue at
arious locations to obtain temperature rise curves at individual
issue locations. Typically, if the initial heat conduction in the
issue can be neglected, the measured temperatures should in-
rease linearly once heating is turned on. After approximately 30
, the temperature rise plot becomes curved, suggesting that heat
onduction is no longer negligible. The slope in Eq. �1� is ob-
ained by the measured temperature within the duration when the
lot is still linear. After the experiment, the loose SAR values at
ll measuring sites are represented by an analytical expression
eflecting the physical features of the energy generation patterns
68�. One of the limitations of this approach is the requirement of
egligible heat conduction, which is difficult to satisfy in in vivo
nimal experiments. Considering the accuracy of the proposed
nalytical expression of the SAR, one also needs to place several
emperature sensors in the tissue region where energy is gener-
ted. However, it is a challenge when the generated energy is
oncentrated in a small region. Nevertheless, this approach, al-
hough simple, has been used by researchers to determine the
patial distribution of nanoparticle generated SAR in tissue
quivalent phantom gels �81�. In recent years, infrared thermog-
aphy has been proposed to measure the temperature elevations in
issue during laser photothermal therapy. The high resolution in-
rared thermography technique is noninvasive without the need of
lacing any temperature sensors in tissue �107�. It is still difficult
o quantify SAR inside the tissue using infrared thermography
apable of only measuring surface temperatures.

In experimental studies using animal models, temperature el-
vations in tumors and tissue can be measured directly. The ad-
ancement in computational resources has allowed an accurate
epresentation of the tumor and its surrounding tissue in numerical
imulation softwares. Therefore, the measured temperature rises at

ig. 2 Micro-CT images of nanoparticle deposition „bright
olor… in two tumors „dark color…: „a… without heating and „b…
fter heating
ndividual tumor/tissue locations can extract the SAR distribution
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in tissue using inverse heat transfer analyses. An expression of the
SAR distribution is proposed with several adjustable parameters.
The temperature distribution in the tissue can then be simulated
using computational software packages. Based on well established
inverse heat transfer techniques, the parameters are adjusted to
minimize a defined objective function representing deviations of
the theoretical predictions from the experimentally measured tem-
peratures. In an in vivo experiment using rats, magnetic nanopar-
ticle generated SAR distribution is proposed as a simple Gaussian
expression to mimic the nanoparticle deposition in tissue during
direct intramuscular injection �82�. The extracted Gaussian ex-
pressions for different injection amounts have suggested a more
concentrated nanoparticle deposition to the injection site when the
injection amount is bigger. The observation is consistent with pre-
vious experiments by Prabhu et al. in drug delivery in the brain
�118�. It is speculated that the earlier nanoparticle deposition on
the solid cellular matrix of the tissue impedes the convection and
diffusion by increasing the tissue hydraulic resistance. Therefore,
additional nanoparticles injected later will deposit and accumulate
close to the injection site. As one may see, the approach using
inverse heat transfer analyses relies on the accuracy of the pro-
posed SAR expression, as well as on the certainty of the tissue
locations of the temperature sensors.

Theoretical models have been developed extensively to under-
stand drug distribution in systemic or local drug delivery to tu-
mors. The classic theory of colloidal particle infiltration through
porous media �119,120� suggests that penetration of colloidal par-
ticles in porous structures is dependent on the properties of the
particles, the velocity field, the physical-chemical properties of the
solution, and the microstructure of the medium. Similarly, during
the injection process of nanofluids, the penetration of nanostruc-
tures in the extracellular space of tissue is determined by the com-
plex processes including diffusion and convection of carrier solu-
tion in porous tissue, particle transport in solution, particle
agglomeration, deposition of particles on the tissue structure, and
particle intake by cells and circulation. Significant research efforts
have been focused on the migration of drugs in the extracellular
space of tissue by conceptualizing biological tissue as a porous
medium �121,122�. Conclusions derived from these studies have
provided insights in the transport behavior of nanoparticles in tis-
sue during injection processes.

The delivery of large therapeutic agents such as antibodies and
nucleotides by pressure-driven intratumoral infusion has been ex-
tensively studied in the past decade �123–127�. However, the ex-
isting theory is not readily applicable to nanoparticles because the
small size of the particles results in strong surface interactions that
could lead to particle deposition on the cell surface. The deposi-
tion is dependent on many factors, including local fluid velocity,
particle size, particle properties, surface properties and structure
of the medium, and physicochemical properties of the aqueous
environment. Recently, the approach of multiscale modeling, con-
sisting of multiple components dealing with different length
scales, has been utilized to provide a precise understanding of
nanoparticle deposition in tissue. This approach is illustrated in a
recently published research �128�, where a microscale nanopar-
ticle trajectory tracking model and a macroscale transport model
in porous media are developed. In the trajectory tracking model,
magnetic nanoparticles are modeled as individual entities. Their
motion or trajectories in a unit cell structure of a porous medium
are determined by the local velocity field in the carrier fluid, as
well as the combined forces acting on the particle, including van
der Waals attractive force, electrostatic double layer force, drag
and lift force, buoyancy force, and Brownian motion. The simu-
lation of the nanoparticle deposition on the solid matrix is then
substituted into the macroscale transport model in porous media
where fluid convection in the interstitial tissue space, diffusion of
nanoparticle from a high concentrated region to a low concen-
trated one, and nanoparticle deposition rate on the solid matrix are

considered. The microscale particle tracking model is important to
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he macroscale model since the nanoparticle deposition on the
olid structure reduces the nanoparticle concentration in the inter-
titial fluid, therefore limiting the penetration depth of the nano-
articles in tissue. Overall, the multiscale model has been shown
o be in good agreement with experimental observations. It has
reatly improved the simulation accuracy of nanoparticle trans-
ort in tissue. Further, modeling all the forces acting on individual
anoparticles is crucial to understanding contributions of various
hysical mechanisms to the motion of the particles. For example,
he approach can be modified to model hydrodynamic interactions
mong particles, injection induced tissue deformation, and particle
gglomeration during injection processes.

The knowledge and understanding of nanostructure transport
an be applied to the study of nanotoxicology, which addresses
he toxicity of nanomaterials to the human health. Nanomaterials

ay act upon living cells at the nanometer level, resulting in not
nly biologically desirable outcomes, but also undesirable effects
uch as inflammation and pro-oxidization. Nanomaterial exposure
esulting from inhalation, dermal contact, or ingestion poses po-
ential risks to the human health. Typically, the prediction of na-
omaterial transport in the human body is an essential component
n risk assessments; therefore, an investigative study must be un-
ertaken to form the regulations for a safe research practice. Cur-
ently, one of the main obstacles toward a sound risk assessment is
he uncertainty of the interaction between engineered materials
nd biological systems. Therefore, the new advancements in nano-
tructure transport in tumors can be extended to provide a funda-
ental understanding of the deposition of other nanomaterials in

he human body through different routes as well as their responses
o internal or external stimulations. Another potential field is tar-
eted drug delivery using nanocarriers. The new imaging tech-
iques and approaches of multiscale modeling can be applied to
tudy nanocarrier extravasation from blood stream to tissue inter-
titial as well as later migration of therapeutic agents in the extra-
ellular space of tissue. In addition to the already enlarged vascu-
ar permeability in tumors due to tumor’s irregular and loose
tructure of neoplastic endothelium, heating would increase the
eakage of nanocarriers to the interstitial space. Mild hyperthermia
as been shown to also enhance cancer cell sensitivity to chemo-
herapy or radiation. Therefore, hyperthermia could be used as an
djuvant with those therapies to improve delivery of therapeutic
gents and efficacy of those methods.

Conclusion Remarks
This review describes current advancements in biotransport and

ts clinical applications in two research fields. Despite its limita-
ions, the Pennes bioheat equation is still used extensively in
iotransport for modeling tissue temperature distribution during
hermal treatments. Bioengineers have greatly improved their abil-
ty of modeling temperature fields in tissue with high precision for
reatment planning with the advancements in computational re-
ources and newly developed imaging tools, which allow an ac-
urate description of the tissue geometry and heating source/sink
istribution. This will greatly enhance the simulation accuracy of
eat and mass transfer processes in tissue, which are critical for
enerating an optimal temperature distribution to achieve the
linical objectives. The challenges facing engineers in inducing
ast brain hypothermia to brain injury patients are to identify non-
nvasive or minimally invasive technologies and devices, which
re safe and effective and can be adapted to routine clinical treat-
ent procedures. Hyperthermia treatments using newly developed

anostructures have the advantage over traditional heating ap-
roaches via providing confined heat generation in the targeted
umor region. High resolution imaging systems and multiscale

odeling have tremendous potential for gaining insight into con-
ributions of various transport mechanisms in nanostructure trans-
ort and distribution in tumors during both hyperthermia treat-

ents and therapeutic agent delivery to the targeted tissue region.
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